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Sheet 1

Simon neatly arranges 35 radio-controlled cars in 5 rows on the shelf. Find the 

number of cars placed in each row.

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

6)

Jessica bakes 112 mu!ns in 7 batches. How many mu!ns does each batch 

contain?

On New Year’s Eve, the temperature fell by 24 degrees in a span of 6 hours.

By how many degrees did the temperature fall every hour?

Henry is an avid reader. He devours 90 pages in half-an-hour. How many pages

has Henry read per minute?

Four business class railcars in Acela express has a total capacity of 260

passengers. How many passengers can travel per railcar? 

Diana bought two dolls for her nieces. How much did each doll cost, if she 

purchased them for    70?S
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Answer key
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Name :

Sheet 1

Simon neatly arranges 35 radio-controlled cars in 5 rows on the shelf. Find the 

number of cars placed in each row.

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

6)

Jessica bakes 112 mu!ns in 7 batches. How many mu!ns does each batch 

contain?

On New Year’s Eve, the temperature fell by 24 degrees in a span of 6 hours.

By how many degrees did the temperature fall every hour?

Henry is an avid reader. He devours 90 pages in half-an-hour. How many pages

has Henry read per minute?

Four business class railcars in Acela express has a total capacity of 260

passengers. How many passengers can travel per railcar? 

16 mu!ns/batch

7 cars/row

4 degrees/hour

3 pages/minute

65 passengers/railcar

35/dollS

Diana bought two dolls for her nieces. How much did each doll cost, if she 

purchased them for    70?S
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